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Reorientations of divacancies in silicon

R H van der Linde and C A J Ammerlaan
Natuurkundig Iaboratorium, Universiteit van Amsterdam, Valckenierstraat 65,
f 018 )(E Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract. Reorientations of negative divacancies are induced by linearly polarised infrared
light with a wavelength of 3.6pm, and by applying uniaxial stress. The orientations are
obsoÍved directly in the Si47 EPR spectrum. ïho dogree ef rlignment as a function of the
diroction of polarisation of the light has been studied. The characteristic time for the
thermally activated anneal of this alignment is measured betwoen 16 and 18.3K, and is
found to depend on the donor concentration; it has different values for the stress and the
optically induced alignment.

l. Intoduction

The npn spectra Si46 and SiST are associated with the single positive and the singfe
negative charge states of the divacancy in silicon, respectively. The divacancy is an exten-
sively studied defect (lVatkins and Corbett 1965) and for convenience we shall summarise
here some of its main properties.

The stereographic model in figure I shows a divacanry consisting of the two broken
circles c and c', surrounded by six labelled atoms. By removing the Si atoms c and c'six
broken bonds remain at the six labelled atoms. The electrons in the broken bonds will
pair off in a symmetrical way as a manifestation of the Jatrn-Teller effect,lowering the
symmetry ftom 3m (D3j to 2lm (Czà. As a consequence of this low symmetry, the
divacancy can be accommodated in the lattice in 12 spatially different orientations,
which are labelled by two letters. The Íint letter specifies the direction of the second
vacancy as seen from the vacancy site c'in thecentreof figure 1.(ïheletters'a','b','c',
'd' define four (111) bond directions in the lattice.) ïhe second letter denotes the atoms
lying in the mirror plane of the divacanry, i.e. the atoms between which the extended
bond is formed. So in Íigure 1 the orientation cb is shown. The extended bond may
contain one, t$ro, tbree or four electrons, depending on the position of tlre Fermi level.
The states with one and three electrons are paramagnetic and give rise to the rpn qpectra

G6 and G7, respectively, with S = ll2.
fire low symmetry is reflected in the g tensor, which is shov'rn in figure 2 for G7 when

the extemal magnetic field B is chosen in the (011) plane. Because of this choice of B the
directions 'b' and 'c' in figure 1 are equivalent, whió is reflected in the labelling of the
diracancies: letters b and c are interchangeable, the resonances are coincident. As can be
seen from frgure 2, two pairs of resonances (ab, ac) and (db, dc) almost coincide over the
entire angular range. At K-band frequencies, these components cannot be resolved experi-
mentally. Therefore, at most six discrete Íesonances can be discerned in practice. The best
resoludon is obtained with an angulaÍ setting of Bof 27o off the [00] direction toward

[011], indicated by the broken vertical line in figure 2.
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Frgure l. Model of the divacancy in silicon.
Letters L, b, c, d denote (111) bond direc-
tions as seen from site c'. Broken circles c

and c' represent vacancies. Defect orienta-
tion cb is sholn. The extended bond is
drawn heavily.
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Figure a g-valuec as a funstion of crystalline orientation wi0l B in the (011) plane for the
G7 rpectrum of the negative divacancy in silicon. CuÍveg are labelled with the corresponding
defest orientations.

2. Experimental set-up

We studied the alignment and its annealing on
different concentrations of phosphorus: sample

two floating-zone samples containing
I contained 1018cffi-3, and sample II

II
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21 1gr6orr-e. Divacancies were produced by bombardment with 1.5MeV electrons at
room temperature (up to 40oC), the electron doses being: samples I,3x 10t8cm-2; and
sample II, 2 x l018cm-2. ïhe estimated (Corbett and Watkins 1965) divacanry concen-
trations are therefore 3 x 10l6cm-3 for sample I and 2 x 10l6cm-3 for sample II. Besides

divacancies, the samples contain other defects. Some of them aÍe paramagnetic before
(G16, NL7), others (G8) only after illumination \rith light of the right wavelength. Of
these, only G8 caused trouble, notably for wavelengths below 1.9 pm in sample I.

Samples were cut along a (011) direction and polished in an almost cylindrical shape

with a diameter of 1.8 mm. They were mounted with their greatest dimension along the

axis of a cylindrical TEs11 K-band cavity, the top of the sample extending through a hole
in the top of the cavity. Directly above the sample, a Brewster-angle polariser using a

polished germanium wedge and three aluminium mirrors (Bor and Brooks 1966) could be

mounted. The polariser could be rotated from the outside of the cryostat by a stainless-

steel hollow pipe. Inside this pipe, a thin-walled 4.3 mm diameter silver tube is inserted to
guide the light. A 36pm mylar window was used at the entrance. Unia:rial stress was

applied by replacing the light pipe and polariser by a stainless+teel rod to transmit force
to the sample. ïhe rrn spectra were taken with a superheterodyne K-band spectrometer
tuned to dispersion.

Temperature was monitored by an Au(0.03%Fe)-chromel thermocouple mounted in
the cavity wall and kept constant within 0.1 K. All spectra were taken at 8.8 K.

3. Results

Starting with a sample containing a uniform distribution of divacancies, a redistribution
of divacancies has been obtained by shining linearly polarised near.infrared light on the
sample. The redistribution is monitored directly in the upn spectrum, an example being
shown in figure 3. The total sum of the Bpn Íesonance intensities is constant demon-
strating that no divacancies disappear or lose their paramagretism. The aligrrment is
clearly a result of electronic redistribution because the sum of the npn intensities is also
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Figure 3. EPR spectrr of tlre negative divacancy for B ll [100] + 2f n the (011) plane at
8.8 K: (a) the spectrum before illumination; (á) afteÍ i[umination, À = 3.6 Írm, E ll [ 100] + 8'
in the (011) plane; (c) simitaÍ to (D), but E tl [100] - 2'5'.
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constant within each Jahn-Teller ffiplet (i.e. the vacancy-vacanry axis is preserved), as

should be expected at suó low temperatures.
In figure 4 the saturation values of the aligrrment are shown as a function of the direc-

tion of polarisation of the light, i.e. the direction of E in the (0I1) plane (see Íigure 1).

ïhese values are obtained by illuminating the sample at 8.8K (or sometimes at 4.2K,
whictr gives the same results) for about 35 min and then taking the mn spectrum in the
dark. Before taking the next polarisation direction the sample was 'randomised' by
heating it at about 30K for a few seconds (cfÍigure 6).

Figure 4. Saturation values of populations of the various divacancy orientations as a func-
tion of the direction of polariration, nrith E in the (01 1) ptane. Full curves aÍe calculated for
a transition with dipole moment in the reflection plnns of the divacancy , an|.dre 0 = - 2.5o.

Ammerlaan and Watkins (1972) performed an analogous experiment on the positive
divacancy spectrum G6. Our effects are much larger (possibly because our degree of
polarisation was higher) but exhibit about the same angular dependence. ïhe firll curves

in figure 4 are calculated using their model but incorporating a parameter which accounts
for the degree of polarisation. In our calculations we used an angle 0 = -2.5" for the
direction of the dipole moment vector in the Xll-plane of a particular divacancy orienta-
tion, to be compared with 0 = + 15e determined by Ammerlaan and Watkins (1972) for
G6. It strould be noted that the change of sigr, in comparison with tlrc latter reference, is
a consequence ofthe different definition ofthe angle 0, as illustrated in figure 1. In order
to eliminate the minus sigr in the definition of tan 0 the angle d is taken as positive from
the +X-axis towards the + l-axis.

The optimal alignment has been obtained with a wavelength of 3.6t0.2trrm. For
4.0 < À < 12pm no effect could be detected; below 1.9pm the ligfut generated other upR

spectra, mainly G8 and GGA1, at the expense of G7, which impeded the observations too
much.
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ïhe aligrment caused by uniaxial stress is well known (tVatkins and Corbett 1965).lVe
heated the sample to about 30 K under a stress of about 200 kg cm-2 along the [0Ï { direc-
tion, in order to create changes in population of the sarno order of mapitude as that
obtained in the experiment with light. We studied the recovery of the aligrment to a
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FiguÍe 5. Ieothermal anneal at 17.3 K of alignment by (a) uniaxial stress along [011], and
(à) polarircd light, E ll [100] + 80o. Symbols are the same as those used in figrue 4 for the
various divacancy orientadonr.
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FiguÍe 6. Cluracteristic ÍecoveÍy time as a function of the reciprocal temperature for
rample I (ines A and B) and sample lI glne C). The linos aÍe fitted by r-' = rroexp(-E/kT)
where E'=49meV for all three lines and zo taker the values eo=2.5 X1011s-r (line A),
vo= 7.5 x 10rr s-r (line B) and ro = 1.5 X 10r2s-1 (line C).

v,r. of ter olignment by stress
v,o: qf ter olignment by light
v,v:P concentrotion 1018 cm-3

o,., P corcentrotion 2x1016cm-3
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random distÍibution in isothermal anneals in the temperature range 16-18.3 K after both
methods of redistributing the divacancies. A typical example is shown in figure 5 for
annealing at 17.3 K. Figure 5 (a) strows the recovery of the six npn lines after alignment by
stress in 200s anneals, figure 5(á) shows the same after aligrment by ligfut for 100s
anneals. Both annealings aÍe on the same sample I u'ith the high phosphorus con@n-
tration.

It is immediately clear that recovery is mudr faster after the optically induced redistri-
bution. It also can be seen that the different orientations Íecover at the same rate in each
separate experiment. Sample II did not exhibit such differences between optically and
stress-induced aligrment. In this sample the recovery of each spectrum also follows a
simple exponential law with a time constant depending on temperatuÍe. ïhese character-
istic recovery times are shown in figure 6 together with those obtained for sample I. ïÏre
slope of the three lines corresponds to an activation energ/ of about 49meY, which is
somewhat lower than the 56 meV determined by Watkins and Corbett (1965). The value
they forurd is much moÍe accuÍate than oru value, but at any rate the lifetime of the
reorientation we determined is an order of magritude smaller at 17 K, We do not have an
explanation for this discrepanry. A possible explanation for the different recovery times
after aligrrment by stress or ligfrt could be the fact that stress influences the whole crystal,
containing many other defects in the neighbourhood of the divacancy, while the light
only affects a defect having the right transition dipole moment in the right absorption
band. The shorter recovery times in sample II seem to corroborate this explanation.
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